SA President-Elect Discloses New Proposals

Rod Brewer Lists Student Association Objectives;  
Endevors to Include More Students in SA Activities  

By David Creed

The Student Association president, hallabling proved to be the closest in the history of SA elections. A scant two votes separated the two candidates, Rod Brewer and Lynn Dixon.

When the final re-count was completed an exuberant Rod Brewer received congratulations. Later in his room when the tension of campaigning had subsided, he outlined his administrative plans in an interview with Blade reporters.

"I'm very optimistically looking forward to the coming year. Harding is growing and the Student Association is assuming an even greater role in campus affairs," Brewer stated that the key word for the SA next year would be "service." "We hope to serve as an even closer link between students and administration. We want to hear from more students and learn of their ideas. I think we can also serve the administration by informing the student body of administrative policies. Our aim is to be a link, not a puppet for either side."

The president-elect disclosed plans for an SA chapel program every month, chapel speeches by senior students and a larger distribution of the minutes of SA meetings. All three areas are aimed at letting students participate.

"I am delighted to work with all three. I want to use Brewer (Stidham) as my "right-hand man." His experience will be a valuable part of the SA. I've never worked with Wayne (Dockery), but I'm looking forward to working with him during the coming year."

Brewer reflected back on his three years at Harding and talked of student apathy. "We have a particular type of apathy. Students are interested in projects in their major arena, but a project around campus absolutely no enthusiasm. We hope to incorporate everyone's interests and relieve this problem."

One of the biggest parts of this position is the next year is "a return to normalcy," Brewer believes. "I want to provide a peaceful place where critical analysis can take place. Critical apathy and laziness do not exist and where four years of excellent education can be obtained. This is our goal."

Rod Brewer, barely squeaking by Lynn Dixon with a 2 vote margin in the S.A. offices elections last Wednesday.

The votes were counted three times to make the official ballot. Of the 1136 ballots cast, Brewer received 579, and Dixon 577.

Bruce Stidham, gathered 138 more votes than Johnny Chin to capture the vice presidency of the S.A. For treasurer, Wayne Dockery had a slight margin of 16 votes over Deed Brewster.

Cathy Morris was unopposed as secretary.

Most of the representatives on the S.A. were elected Wednesday, and run-offs for the senior men's, junior men's, and Sophomore women's representatives were Thursday.

Rob Watson, a Bible major from Bowling Green, Ky., captured the Senior men's post to the S.A. He is a member of Chi Sigma Alpha social club. Jane Wade, a Gainesville, Mo., elementary education major, and Diane Williamson, a Grove City, Ohio, Art education major were run-in for Thursday.

Forrest Drum and Chuck Bar- 

nington vied for Junior men's representatives in the run-offs. Drum is an Accounting major from Garland, Tex., a sophomore, and is a member of the Chi Sigma Alpha social club. Barrington, a History major, is a member of TTN social club, and is from Fort Wayne, Ind.

Returning to year to represent the Junior women is Peggy Tarpley, a Psychology major from College Park, Ga. Miss Tarpley was the representative of the sophomore women's year on the S.A.

The sophomore men will have Jerry Cook to represent them on the S.A. Cook is a Bible major from Elkhart, Ind., and is a member of The Sub T-T Phi social club.

A run-off between Stevie Green and Donna Holmquist determined who will represent the sophomore women. Miss Green, a member of the J-Cu Ju social club, is an English major from Orange, Tex. Miss Holmquist, from Memphis, Tenn., is a member of the Zeta Phi Zeta social club, and is Assistant Editor on the Blue.

Brewer Gets Top Spot  
In Presidential Election

Notre Dame Wins Title; Harding Captures S.

The Harding Business team finished a close second to Notre Dame in the 829 Internal Marketing Competition at Michigan State University in East Lansing April 20.

The team of Harry Lay, Barry Miller, Bob Jackson, Bob Wel- 

len, Ron Pruitt and Rick Ven- 

able was in this place after seven months of computer competition. Their oral presentation in which they were questioned by five judges must have raised A break is called. "Five minutes; no more!" shouts Menefee. The magic words have been spoken. Impulsively, a hundred (M) and three hundred bodies scramble off in as many directions.

As is to be expected, five minutes is interpreted quite literally. As a result, some, but not all, of the teams even had time to go down the track. The teams that are second in line are forced to go down the track. The anchor, however, if he fails to cross the finish line, sits once again, sits or no sail.

The Harding Business team finished first twice, second twice and third twice in the runnings for the title. The team of Harry Lay, Barry Miller, Bob Jackson, Bob Wel- len, Ron Pruitt and Rick Ven- able was in this place after seven months of computer competition. Their oral presentation in which they were questioned by five judges must have raised questions. The team of Harry Lay, Barry Miller, Bob Jackson, Bob Wel- len, Ron Pruitt and Rick Ven- able was in this place after seven months of computer competition. Their oral presentation in which they were questioned by five judges must have raised questions. The team of Harry Lay, Barry Miller, Bob Jackson, Bob Wel- len, Ron Pruitt and Rick Ven- able was in this place after seven months of computer competition. Their oral presentation in which they were questioned by five judges must have raised questions.

The Harding Business team finished first twice, second twice and third twice in the runnings for the title. The team of Harry Lay, Barry Miller, Bob Jackson, Bob Wel- len, Ron Pruitt and Rick Ven- able was in this place after seven months of computer competition. Their oral presentation in which they were questioned by five judges must have raised questions.

The Harding Business team finished first twice, second twice and third twice in the runnings for the title. The team of Harry Lay, Barry Miller, Bob Jackson, Bob Wel- len, Ron Pruitt and Rick Ven- able was in this place after seven months of computer competition. Their oral presentation in which they were questioned by five judges must have raised questions. The team of Harry Lay, Barry Miller, Bob Jackson, Bob Wel- len, Ron Pruitt and Rick Ven- able was in this place after seven months of computer competition. Their oral presentation in which they were questioned by five judges must have raised questions.
The Spreading Flame

Editor's Note: The following report of the campus evangelism newsletter should further clarify the work of CE at Harding.

Many people have asked questions concerning Campus Evangelism, our goals, our projects, and our general ideals. This newsletter has been written to classify Campus Evangelism and to provide information for those who have had an interest in the CE work.

General Information about the Harding CE:

Harding's campus evangelism group consists of students who desire to preach the gospel to the unchurched in the Harding campus. Although we send out a newsletter, our main thrust is giving an interest on the campus, which includes about 400 students, our meetings average about 30 to 70 people. The local newsletter is edited by John Cogan, and entitled The Spreading Flames.

The purposes of CE here are many, the main purpose being to show that conservative Christianity can be made relevant to the needs of college students. We don't feel that to be effective communication is needed, although we make a sincere attempt to be hearable and flexible in matters of opinion. A second purpose is to provide an area on campus where any students who can develop leadership abilities in evangelism can meet, and lead groups in spreading the gospel. Our final purpose is to inspire a greater spirituality and devotion among the men and women of Harding College, by giving an interest and leadership in the gospel. A third purpose is in aiding students who desire to preach the gospel to those on the college campus. A fourth purpose is in showing that one can live a Christian life and manage a reporting and editorial staff.

Almost every rule was treated by the8 Student Association deliberated in four meetings on the proper method of selection and an opinion poll recently asked for positive or negative reactions to the popular election.

In considering the matter, it has been quite difficult to come up with any reasonable advantages of such an election for several reasons.

First of all, the position is not a political one. That is, it is not something which should be used to fill the position. It requires too much ability and know-how for that.

In the second place, a position of responsibility and influence such as this has to do with looks or popularity of other sorts. It demands a sense of values and good judgment.

Editing a newspaper requires technical skills which very few people have — a skill which demands a great deal of experience and responsibility. Not just any popular student possesses such a characteristic.

A third consideration for such an election should concern organizational ability possessed by the editor. A lot of work is necessary for learning journalism and tactics of writing and managing a reporting and editorial staff.

A perhaps unbelievable characteristic needed for the editor of the Bison is an even greater share of the responsibility every Harding student has to be faithful to the ideals and standards of the institution itself.

The "archaic, narrow-minded" administration of this private institution have led it toward these ideals and standards since its establishment. And a few noisy students can improve it upon.

Finally, it seems that the means of selection just proposed will provide a decision which is fair, and which is dissatisfied with the present method of selection. Those who have no voice of communication except through letters to the editor just may have a tough time winning a popular election anyway. It so happens that most of the students here kind of like the present method of selection. Those who have no voice of influence such as this has nothing to do with looks or popularity of others. It demands a sense of values and good judgment.

HARDING COLLEGE IS A GREAT PLACE. And the Bison editor, the SA leaders, the faculty and the students need to be expanding their energies to make it even greater, not to contribute to its destruction.

Author: K.G.

Out of light and into darkness, we take an old but still fresh subject: If I were to say that it was the "anatomical juxtaposition of two orbicular oris muscles in a state of contraction," would you recognize it? And if I were to say, "The Blue Raja?" would I be more generally termed by "lay" (i.e.) practitioners as kissing?

"The close-smacking kisses of youth, full of relish, greed, and stickiness," so says Plotinus in the year 194 B.C. Although the history of the kiss custom. As one might expect, time has brought evolutionary changes to this ancient custom for no longer is relish a desirable state of mind. The kiss of the normal kiss, relieving it of some of the stickiness, no doubt.

One can also notice in Biblical times the important role of kissing. Phillips has mutated the profound sanctity of the "holy kiss" of Romans 16:16 by translating it "a hearty handshake all around." Just think, the "handa-" kiss.

We don't feel that to be evident. To prove the students here, kind of like the present method of selection. Those who have no voice of influence such as this has nothing to do with looks or popularity of others. It demands a sense of values and good judgment.

Solomon said that there was a time to embrace and a time to refrain from embracing (Ecc. 3:1) — and be sure you ought to know. Students at Harding are constantly reminded when the time to be. I would likewise like to have a recommendation from those in the know as to when the time to be. Solomon recognized the validity of both.

I am speaking of the blissful art of osculation, our goals, our projects, and our general ideals. This event was always noised abroad throughout the campus. The victors secured their places of honor in the great white wings. And the rains came.

The first of the great events was the Lily Pool plunge. Each of the great men of the tribes sought to attract the largest crowd by plunging another great man of the tribe into the Lily Pool, in the great, dirty blue pool. And the event was always噪声 abroad throughout the campus.

The next of the great events was to commemorate the children of Harding's freedom from bondage. And it was called the First Chapel low hurdles. For this contest only those who had strength and brutality were fit. The man of great valor was he who had stepped on more feet, pushed more girls, leaped more bushes, and drooled more water. Then even evening came upon the campus and the most stimulating events were yet to come. First came the Swing Dance. The noble man and woman of the tribes had to early prepare themselves for the tribulation soon to be upon them. Then came the time of great sacrifice. And the contests began.

Then evening came upon the campus and the most stimulating events were yet to come. First came the Swing Dance. The noble man and woman of the tribes had to early prepare themselves for the tribulation soon to be upon them. Then came the time of great sacrifice. And the contests began.

The children of Harding journeyed to the corn fields for the contest between the tribes. When they had come in most rewarding event. Their alertness was known throughout the grass. The victors secured their places of honor in the great white wings. And the rains came.

And it came to pass in the days of the rule of Crippus and Gannus, that the children of Harding celebrated a most high and holy day, the day of the Track and Field Feast. And on this day the most noble of those of each of the tribes rose up to give an early to prepare themselves for the tribulation soon to be upon them. Then came the time of great sacrifice. And the contests began.

The first of the great events was the Lily Pool plunge. Each of the great men of the tribes sought to attract the largest crowd by plunging another great man of the tribe into the Lily Pool, in the great, dirty blue pool. And the event was always噪声 abroad throughout the campus.

The next of the great events was to commemorate the children of Harding's freedom from bondage. And it was called the First Chapel low hurdles. For this contest only those who had strength and brutality were fit. The man of great valor was he who had stepped on more feet, pushed more girls, leaped more bushes, and drooled most all of the way from chapel to the cafeteria where the slaughter really began.

The children of Harding journeyed to the corn fields for the contest between the tribes. When they had come in most rewarding event. Their alertness was known throughout the grass. The victors secured their places of honor in the great white wings. And the rains came.

Then evening came upon the campus and the most stimulating events were yet to come. First came the Swing Dance. The noble man and woman of the tribes had to early prepare themselves for the tribulation soon to be upon them. Then came the time of great sacrifice. And the contests began.

The children of Harding journeyed to the corn fields for the contest between the tribes. When they had come in most rewarding event. Their alertness was known throughout the grass. The victors secured their places of honor in the great white wings. And the rains came.

The children of Harding journeyed to the corn fields for the contest between the tribes. When they had come in most rewarding event. Their alertness was known throughout the grass. The victors secured their places of honor in the great white wings. And the rains came.
Woman's World
By Lela Savory

The time has now elapsed for those returning next year to Harding's campus to choose which room and which roommate they would like to share the next "term" with.

Several weeks ago there was a group of students who had just returned from their "term" in an off-campus residence. They had not anticipated the difficulties they would encounter in their new environment. The rooms were small and crowded, and the bathrooms were shared among several students. Despite these challenges, they found a way to make the most of their situation.

Campus Group

Bitten By Bug

The Hollywood "bug" has bitten some of our own Harding students. On weekends these students congregate in the student center parking lot and drive to the small suburbia of Steph Rock, Ark., where they remain all day filming a movie. These students are mainly composed of members of the Campus Players and Alpha Phi Omegas organization, who are highly interested in the dramatic arts.

The movie that they started filming over a month ago, was written and is being directed by Jackie Stewart, a sophomore at Harding. Jackie appeared this year as the father of Lizzy in the Speech Department's production of The Rainmaker. He has been interested in motion pictures and silent film-making for quite some time and has made several short movies before. This particular film will be his longest and perhaps his best.

Jackie's film is entitled Bummlin' Around and is a take-off from the ever funny chase scenes often seen in such movies as Road & Clyde, and earlier silent films. The story surrounds a few days in the lives of two transients (Dave Vaughn and John Wilson; Eugene and Cyril Black), who manage to get themselves into one side-splitting adventure after another. Portraying these two rowing characters are Choc Parker and Mike Wise.

The rest of the cast includes: Rachel Cook, as the heroine; Dave Vaughn and John Wilson as the sheriff and his hopelessly accident-prone deputy, respectively; and Lynn Calhoun, as the store keeper. Jackie manages to do a bit of acting in the back of the camera.

When asked why he was filming this movie, Jackie replied, "For the fun and pleasure of it."

Noreloa

Cordless Carry Corder

Arvin

Hi-Fi Monural
Plays in any position—just insert 1 of 10 FREE 45 RPM records. Batteries, 49P76

Federals Savings & Loan Ass'n.

The Nation's Greatest Style Show
Every youngster should have his chance to wear a cap and gown. Yours can, if you start college savings early. The earnings we'll add and compound can be enough to pay the first year's tuition . . . even more.

Ask about our "most likely to succeed" college savings plans.
Entertainment Group Films "Arkansas Accent"

By Jerry Bailey

Springing from backgrounds as divergent as a bowl of salvamagnoli, Harding's busiest entertainment group, Randy, Jerry and Drew has just completed the recording and filming for a new television feature, "Arkansas Accent."

When editing is completed and a sponsor is found, the show will be broadcast over station KARK Channel 4, according to Flowers, the group's song writer and lead guitarist. Outstanding Arkansas talent will be featured weekly, if the initial performance proves successful and other shows are approved by the sponsor. Burris will act as host for the show.

Although the members of the group share neither similar musical backgrounds nor interests, their sound has been enthusiastically received by a variety of audiences. All three musicians are on scholarship for Harding.

Their first performance together was at the opening of the Wonder Chick Hatchery in Searcy. When asked about this performance, members of the group turned and walked away mumbling something about "skying an egg at the Wonder Chick Hatchery." They often perform at high schools, club banquets and "any other place entertainment is requested."

Randy Burris, who started the group this year, has played the folk guitar for six years. Com-
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Five Harding Coeds Announce Summer Weddings

Jane Young
Young-Seim
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Young of Kingman, Kan., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jane, to Mark Seim, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Seim of Hammonet, N. J.
Jane is a junior physical education major and is a member of Ko Jo Kai social club. She serves Phi Gamma Delta as club queen. Mark, a 1967 graduate of Harding, is teaching at Cross County High School in Cherry Valley.
A June 3 wedding is planned in Searcy.

Lola Murry
Murry-Crouch
Mr. and Mrs. William V. Murry of Hattiesburg, Miss., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lola Ann, to David Curtis Crouch, son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Crouch of Oxford, Ala.
Lola, a senior elementary education major, is a member of Delta Chi Omega social club. Crouch is a member of Lambda Sigma social club and is a senior biology major.
The couple plans an August 2 wedding in Hattiesburg, Miss.

Faye Driver
Driver-Barr
Miss Faye Driver is to become the bride of Lawrence A. Barr, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Carolyn Allen
Allen-Kee
Mr. and Mrs. Horace B. Allen of Crosley, Tex., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Carolyn Ann, to Donald Edwin Kee, son of Mr. and Mrs. James L. Kee of May's Landing, N. J.
Miss Allen is presently a junior elementary education major at SHSC, Huntsville, Tex. She attended Harding from 1966-1969.
Kee is a junior general science major and is president of Galaxy social club.
A July 12 wedding is planned in Crosley.

Janice McCluggage
McCluggage-Northam
Mr. and Mrs. James C. McCluggage of Douglass, Kan., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Janice Kav, to Gary John Northam, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Northam of Daingerfield, Tex.
Janice is a junior sociology major and a member of the Delta Chi Omega social club. Gary, a member of Kappa Sigma Kappa social club, is a senior Bible major.
A June 7 wedding at Rose Hill, Kan., is planned.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
The Debonairs, Thursday
Holiday Trio, Friday
Live Music, Saturday
From 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.

TRY OUR
SMORGASBORD
MONDAY - SATURDAY
11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Francis and Evelyn Hunt, Innkeepers

MAKE YOUR MOVE
First Security Bank
268-5831

THOSE MAGNIFICENT MEN
IN THEIR
FLYING MACHINES

7:00 PM, SATURDAY, MAY 10, AH AUDITORIUM
Harding Net Team Dislikes "Love"

Love isn't always held in high esteem by the Harding College tennis team, especially when it represents tennis lingo for the guesser. The name of the game is finding out which heart is beating faster than the other. It is very good shape and ready for any competition, coach Bob Knight vide.""

When asked what he thought of this system, Coach Knight stated, "I think this is a good system to find out what a player may be able to do, but it is not accurate in showing what a player can do under stress and that is what is important." Seven men make up the squad. They are Dean Rawcom, junior, Tyler, Tex.; David Elliott, senior, Nashville; Freddie Marsh, sophomore, Alexander; Lynn Dixon, junior, Newport; Ray Kelly, junior, Glenco, Ala.; Glenn Blue, junior, Searcy. When asked what he looks for in a player Coach Knight stated, "I look for a player who is consistent with Harding's atmosphere, who is a good student, a good player, in that order."

"The team is physically in very good shape and ready for the AIC championship. They are Don Sinquefield, Dean Rawcom, Roy Stovall, Jim Crawford, Joe Boyle, David Elliott, Charles Burt and Johnny Beck. Those chosen for Harding were nominated earlier in the year by the students when they aren't out just for personal glory. They go into a match!"

Earlier, the Bisons won a double header over Southeasterns of Memphis, winning both games 7-4 and 17-1. Harding also came out on the winning end of two games over Little Rock University, beating them 3-0 and 7-9. They split a doubleheader with State College of Arkansas dropping the first one 5-4 but coming back to win the second game 5-1.

The Bisons finished regular season play with a 16-6 mark. Harding played SCA Monday in the AIC playoff tournament at Pine Bluff.

The leading hitter for the year was Moore with a .382 average and he had 8 RBI's. Roy Steele was second with a .327 mark and 12 RBI's. Third and fourth positions were held by Gary Isbell and Emerance Hayes with .303 and .300 averages respectively.

The top pitcher for the Bisons was McKeel. He finished with a 7-1 mark. In the 62 innings he pitched, he allowed 7 earned runs, 41 hits, 13 bases on balls, and had 45 strikeouts. Merritt held down the number two spot with a 5-3 record. Hayes finished with a 1-3 record.

Harding Net Team Dislikes "Love"

"I look for a player who is consistent with Harding's atmosphere, who is a good student, a good player, in that order."

"The team is physically in very good shape and ready for the AIC championship. They are Don Sinquefield, Dean Rawcom, Roy Stovall, Jim Crawford, Joe Boyle, David Elliott, Charles Burt and Johnny Beck. Those chosen for Harding were nominated earlier in the year by the students when they aren't out just for personal glory. They go into a match!"
Burt, Webb Lead Keglers In National Tournament

Juniors Charles Burt and Charles Webb led Harding’s varsity bowling team to a fourth place finish in the National NAIA Tournament in Kansas City last weekend.

Burt’s 195 average for tournament competition was good enough for a fifth place ranking in the singles division. Bob Bush of LaCrosse State (Wis.) won the singles title. Burt and Webb teamed to finish second in the doubles competition.

Harding’s NAIA District 17 championship team composed of Gary Parsons, Roy Smalling, Mark Poteat, Webb and Burt bowled a total of 15,149 pins.

LaCrosse State won the NAIA tournament with a 15-0 record on the basis of a total pinfall of 18,356. LaCrosse picked up their third consecutive national crown with relative ease.

In between LaCrosse and Harding were Adelphic College of New York City and Memphis Christian Brothers.

The Bison keglers began slowly due to the stiff competition and unfriendly lanes, but returned on Saturday to accelerate their pace. Their determination helped them to eventually place fourth in the team standings.

Since the beginning of the season Burt has had a slow year. Only in the last few weeks of AIC competition had his pin production reached last season’s average.

In 1967 Burt won the national singles title and he and Webb placed second in the doubles...
Mohicans, Kappa Sigs, KO Win Titles

By David Crouch

A photo-finish in both men’s and women’s divisions and a repeating champion in the women’s events climax the Mohawks’ annual track and field day Tuesday. Mohicans, Kappa Sigma and Kappa Phi win in their respective divisions.

The Mohawks edged out Galaxy in the final event, the mile relay, to win the National League title 49.38. In winning the Mohicans garnered only three wins, but had a host of second and third finishes.

Skip Cain was a double winner for the Mohicans. His 2:12 in the 880 and 4:53.7 in the mile took first place honors in the large club action.

Larry Frank gave the Mohicans their other first place finish with a 1:15.0 throw of the javelin.

Finishing in second place for the Mohicans were Keith Williams in the shot put, David Baker in the pole vault and high jump, and Emerson Brutaker in the 100-yd. dash.

Galaxy got a dual win from hurdlers David Reves. The Starman won the low hurdles with a 20.9 clocking and came back to take the high hurdles in 16.9. Reves also had a second place finish in the 220-yd. dash.

Mike Conley won the long jump for Galaxy with a 20-6¾ leap.

The sprinters of Groove Phi ran away with the honors in all but one of the dashes and relays. The relay team composed of Will Oliver, Curtis Booker, Darryl Patternon and Tommy Tatum blurred around the oval track to win the 440-yd. relay in 45.6 and the 880-yd. relay in 1:34.3. Marvin Levels, Mike Conley, Norris Turner, Booker and Patternon combined to win the mile relay in 3:40.4.

An even closer race developed in the American League as the Kappa Sigs narrowly edged Alpha Tau 27-26.

The Kappa Sigs also depended on second and third place finishes to carry them to the championship, Kappa Sigma collected four seconds and three third place finishes.

Dennis Holloway won the low hurdles for Kappa Sigma in 22.3. Wayne Dixon hurled the discus 121-11½, and the 880-yd. relay team (Bob Sanders, Gary Northam, John Kelly and Holloway) came in 1:40.4 for the Kappa Sigs. Alpha Tau picked up wins in four events: Joe Reynolds in the javelin, Charles Drew in the 220-yd. dash; Carl Petty, Gary Varvil, James Lemarr and Drew in the 440-yd. relay and Bob Stiger, Bruce Cashraith, Drew and Petty in the mile relay.

Beta Phi scored wins by Dee Coleman in the high jump and Roger Shuffield in the long jump.

Willie Rollins tallied ten points for Phi Gamma by winning the 100-yd. dash (10.3) and the 220-yd. dash (24.3). The Independent team won three events. Grenville Sewell clocked a 4:51.6 in the mile; Dick James heaved the shot 41-10¾, and Dennis Cox ran the half-mile in 2:08.9.

Team standings in the American League were Kappa Sigma 37, Alpha Tau 36, Beta Phi 34, Fraternity 24, Fratrat 21, Sigma Tau 25, Phi Gamma 11, Xs 9, TNT 2 and Lambda Sigma 1.

Kappa Phi successfully defended their title, sweeping four events; firsts, two seconds and two thirds to down runner-up Tri-Kappa 34-27.

Kay Smith won the softball throw with a 133-5 toss and teammate Donna Cook won the 50-yd. dash in 7.7 for the feminine track stars of Kappa Phi.

Kappa Phi also won the 440-yd. relay and the tug-of-war.

Dee Gregory was a dual winner for KKK in the 100-yd. dash (13.3) and the 220-yd. dash (23.2).